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Tuco owner Jakob Frost sets the best time in the race "Round
Denmark Inshore". Since the start Saturday morning at 10.00am,
the carbon fiber boat Frostboxen, which Jakob Frost has built at
the Tuco yard in Faaborg, has been chasing a new reference
time in the Round Denmark inshore race. The race starts and
ends in Aarhus, and along the way the team has been passing
Skagen, Bornholm, and sailing through Little belt in their 650
nautical mile quest to concur the best time. The team's goal was
a sailing time below 100 hours, was nicely achieved with a finish
time after 92 hours and 35 minutes when the team finished at
6.35 on Wednesday morning. With the competitor Torben
Fagerholdt just over 40 nautical miles behind him.

With a new time on the "Round Denmark Inshore" course, Jakob
Frost can bring another Danish sailing trophy home to Tuco in
Faaborg, where also the "Silver Spinnaker trophy" for fastest time
around Zealand, and the diploma for fastest time in the Royal Danish
Yacht Club's record sailing Denmark Around Inshore stands.

Jakob Frost and Tuco's built carbon fiber boats have thus taken a
heavy toll on the Danish distance sailing and record racing, since the
Silver Spinnaker with the time 14 hours and 50 minutes in 2011 was
won to Faaborg, where that record is still hold.

“Distance sai l ing over so many days on the water with ful l
concentration and focus, requires endurance, and good planning
around shift changes, route planning etc. But it also requires a highly
motivated crew and the right equipment and a high focus on safety to
break these kinds of records where so many conditions and
changeable weather systems can come into play. Therefore, there
are many similarities to the demands our professional customers
place on their working conditions and our ProZero series of fast work
boats,” says Jakob Frost from Tuco Marine, when he emphasizes
how work and the passion for fast and efficient boats, with sailing
records makes the perfect match



Pictures are attached and more information can be obtained from
Jakob Frost, Tuco Marine at emai l jakob@tuco.dk or phone
+4520166609


